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OPEN SPACES BY APRIL ANDERSON

Taking care of bonsai trees at the Chicago Botanic Garden.

Journey of the Bonsai

W

ITH THE INTRODUCTION of
Buddhism to Japan (c. 550) came
the influx of a Chinese form of art

American Bonsai

Rochester, New York “to promote the horticultural

Training his first bonsai tree at age 11, William

and artistic aspects of classical bonsai art”.

Valavanis, born in Waukegan, Illinois, was

For the Chicago Botanic Garden’s 40th anni-

that would eventually take root worldwide. Petite,

hooked. By age 16, he was sharing his art with

versary Bonsai Show in 2017, Valavanis brought

artistically manicured trees in pots known by

others and building a business which would later

back a bonsai-in-training he had exhibited in the

the Chinese name “penjing” is believed to have

...........................................

originated with Buddhist monks traveling from
ancient India during the Han and Qin dynasties
(221 B.C.–220 A.D.). As Japanese aristocrats and

Close eye. Trust. Concentrate.
Think only tree.

first show! “The important thing is the beauty of
the tree,” Valavanis said.
One of the biggest misnomers is that bonsai
can only be done with one species of tree. Of the
roughly 300 bonsai at Chicago Botanic Garden

samurai of the 6th century embraced Chinese

-MR. MIYAGI, “THE KARATE KID” (1984)

culture, the name evolved to “hachi-no-ki” (“tree

...........................................

in a pot”), and in the 1800s, “bonsai” (“container

help him finance advanced studies in Japan. The

teers started 2020 just like any other year, pruning

only living member of the Bonsai Hall of Fame, Va-

and wiring bonsai-in-training to nurture desir-

Japanese immigrants and eventually American

lavanis is a bonsai master based at the International

able growth patterns. With pandemic restrictions

military personnel after World War II.

Bonsai Arboretum, an organization he founded in

going into effect during springtime repotting,

tree”). Bonsai (/bones-eye/) spread to the U.S. with
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(CBG), roughly half are deciduous. CBG Curator
of Bonsai Chris Baker and his team of 11 volun-

Chris Baker works on a tree at Chicago Botanic Garden.
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Tips for Bonsai
...........................................

• Connect locally. “Bonsai is very region-

Any tree we get has a story.
There’s always a chain of people
that cared for that tree.

al,” emphasizes Baker. “The further
outside of the native land of that tree,
the more complex the care.” Contact
a club, take a class, and visit Chicago

-CHRIS BAKER, CURATOR OF BONSAI,

Botanic Garden’s rotating displays in

CHICAGO BOTANIC GARDEN

Regenstein Center’s two courtyards

...........................................

next spring.
• Select the right tree. “There’s a tree
for everyone, whether you live in an
apartment, have full sun or full shade,”
insists Baker. Consider a winter-hearty
bonsai trees are great for beginners
because they have already started
training. More economical nursery
stock trees have not begun this regi-

A narrowleaf firethorn bonsai at Chicago Botanic
Garden.

ment.
• Get the right tools. Bamboo chopsticks

Baker prioritized needs to keep the collection

are used to remove depleted grow-

healthy. Wrapping up 2020 much the same way it

ing media and gauge moisture. Sharp
stainless-steel pruning shears enable
fine trimming while concave branch
cutters offer a way to remove knobs.
• Water thoroughly. “Every time you
water, you change the air circulation,”
notes Valavanis. Water from the top
until water goes through the drainage
holes. Roots need air and will rot if left
in standing water.
• Be patient. “You can overwork, over
care for, over love your bonsai,” says
Baker. “A little bit of benign neglect
now and then is not a terrible thing.”
• Give it time outdoors. Condo dwellers
should investigate places to put the
bonsai outdoors different times of the

started, volunteers who returned after restrictions
were lifted, are back to training their artistic subjects. “It takes a season to get a tree out of shape,”
notes Baker.
Periodically pruning the top and the roots
doesn’t stunt growth but promotes dwarfism.
“We like foliage close to the trunk,” says Baker,
emphasizing the value of perspective, scale,
and design. For bonsai-in-training, 1/3 of the
branches and roots may be removed at once. For
a “developed tree” (bonsai that looks good in the
eye of the artist), roots and shoots require annual
maintenance while branch removal is reduced to
a 3- to 5-year cycle.
Specially crafted bonsai containers (roughly
2/3 the height of the tree) with a slight foot and

year because its natural and healthy for

2+ holes in the bottom allow much-needed drain-

bonsai (even in winter). For more tem-

age. American potters are increasingly joining the

perate and tropical species, freezing

lucrative market of durable container production

temperatures should be avoided.

once dominated by Chinese and Japanese artisans.

• Sometimes things go wrong. “A few

Growing media varies with the species. At

years ago, we had a very bad winter

Chicago Botanic Garden, Baker uses a base mix

and I lost several of my bonsai includ-

comprised of pumice, 1/8” lava rock, and akad-

ing some [trees] I had been training

ama (a clay-like material from Japan) amended

for over 40 years,” shares Valavanis. “It

with components such as organic pine fine, shale

hurts.”

or hadite, turface (fired clay), and sand. Deciduous trees thrive in a mix that holds moisture while
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pines need more drainage and azaleas require an
acidic mix. “Trees with fibrous roots work better
than those with tap roots,” Baker observes. “The
further outside of the native land of that tree, the
more complex the care.”
CBG has three climate zones to overwinter its
diverse collection. Cold hardy trees are kept in
an area with some heaters (to keep temperatures
around 34°F) and watered weekly. Temperate
varieties stay around 45°F and are watered a little
bit more since they are not completely dormant.
Tropical species enjoy winters with 85°F during
the day (70°F night) and require even more attention to stay healthy.
A 180-year-old gingko—one of 19 bonsai
donated to Chicago Botanic Garden by Bonsai
Master Susumu Nakamura—was humanly nurtured from the time it was planted. The oldest
yamadori (mountain collected) bonsai at the
garden isestimated to be 600–1,000 years old and
didn’t begin training as a bonsai until about 1985.
“It’s so much fun to be part of that chain in a tree’s
life,” reflects Baker.
Marked by patience, creativity, and care, the
art of bonsai is a journey that connects people
across time and space with a transportable piece
of the natural world.
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pre-bonsai or nursery stock tree. Pre-
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